Committed to you
Cohidrex supplies spare parts and attachments for earth moving, construction and mining machinery, offering a selection of top-brand products that deliver high performance and optimal results on the field.

The company’s main focus is to meet customer’s requirements in a fast, agile and efficient way, which is possible thanks to a thorough logistic system. Our different way of doing things.

For Cohidrex competitiveness and dynamism are key factors. We adapt ourselves to the market’s needs fastly and constantly, enhancing our commercial offering every day.

Cohidrex owns warehouses that are strategically organized to optimise the distribution processes, and to keep a large stock in order to guarantee immediate availability.

Our company’s aim is to look after the customer’s interests, always providing highly-profitable solutions for their business.
Focus on Innovation

In 1990, Cohidrex chose the path of innovation as its business development approach. The know-how gained throughout its track record laid the groundwork to design brands of its own, which marked a milestone in Cohidrex’s history while giving our customers new benefits.

Innovation implies being able to adapt to the industry’s requirements, which is the only way of providing each customer what they need. Always aware of the latest advancements, we contribute added-value efficiency and productivity to every process.

Ready to Face a Competitive Present

Being competitive is a must in the current market and a maxim that is engrained in our values. For that reason, Cohidrex is a benchmark in its sector, because it knows how to evolve and enhance its commercial offering with the latest technology and cutting-edge design.

As a benchmark company, we attend the most important trade shows in the industry, where the trends of top-notched products are set. Being there, always one step ahead, is a priority for Cohidrex.
Outlook

In order to get a true insight into the customer’s needs, it is important to work with an outlook on the future. This requires investing in research and development, specialisation being one of our strengths. Cohidrex is a company that knows how to explore new opportunities that open new possibilities of success for our customers.

With a strong position in the domestic market, Cohidrex has carried out an expansion strategy to operate in the global market with great successes. For this purpose, it has a Foreign Trade department whose excellent work is reflected by the company’s presence in all five continents.

Profitable Solutions

Cohidrex is ready to address a very heterogeneous demand, thanks to the characteristics of its broad and varied commercial offering and delivery capacity. We assist each customer in a professional and personalised way according to their business activities.

To address such demand, the company has a highly versatile web tool called ECS, which allows purchasing its products easily online.

The ECS (E-Commerce Service) displays technical information on a particular item, shows equivalent part numbers, useful dimensions, downloading drawings, checking prices, stock availability and orders processing. All from a same screen, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Always available!

That is why Cohidrex can reach out to customers in different sectors – construction, mining and aggregate extraction, among others – providing them with specific individual solutions.
A Customer service Oriented Team

Cohidrex’s staff is fully committed and dedicated. Unquestionable, it is the company’s main asset. Our team is made up of highly qualified and well-trained professionals specialised in the industry and aware of the customer’s needs.

A team that works methodically and is engaged with achieving the customer’s top satisfaction. Cohidrex’s facilities are well equipped to promote the staff’s performance and motivation. The company’s proactive approach, counselling and enthusiasm are aimed at offering successful solutions.

In brief, a team that is devoted to customers and to their work with a high sense of commitment.

The Commercial Offering of a Global Distributor

Cohidrex provides a wide commercial offering that can satisfy with the most demanding and diverse requirements.

It supplies top-quality products both nationally and internationally. It holds exclusivity agreements with some of the best and brands in the market and some other are, developed, registered and owned by Cohidrex, thus providing customers with larger range and many more options.

Cohidrex offers different division of products under its own label:

Cohidrex offers different division of products under its own label: Trasteel Wear Parts.
Building up our brands we have sought to **offer an excellent product**. In doing so, we have taken care of every single detail, from the screening process of raw materials to design and manufacturing processes. That is the concept that surrounds **Trasteel Wear Parts**.

A **global brand** that brings together technology, efficiency and design, offering maximum profitability in the field. That is the main pursuit of **Trasteel Wear Parts**.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wear components</th>
<th>Undercarriage</th>
<th>Attachments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trasteel ELITE</td>
<td>Trabber</td>
<td>Trasteel TECH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trasteel BLADES</td>
<td>Trasteel TRACK</td>
<td>Tralube</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trasteel TOOLS</td>
<td>Lube</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Wear components**
Ground Engaging Tools (GET’s), blades & cutting edges and wearing protection elements for excavators, loaders, bulldozers, etc.

**Undercarriage**
Undercarriage components for all kind of tracked equipment, both steel for bull dozers and larger excavators and rubber tracks and pads for mini & midi excavators.

**Attachments**
Equipment rendering any machine efficient, as quick-hitches and buckets, forestry, demolition & recycling equipment, or hydraulic hammers.

**Lubricants**
Lubricating products such as engine oil and transmission and hydraulic fluids in addition to high performance greases.

*Your machine got a thing for Trasteel*
High performance teeth ELITE line impacts by its penetration attribute, toughness and strength, thanks to its cutting-edge design that enhances their productivity.

Trasteel Blades are aimed at protecting and extending the wear life, providing and increasing the impact resistance, thus reducing the maintenance costs of your machine.

A quality seal in lubrication: High performance greases and engine, transmission and hydraulic oils and fluids. In addition to giving protection, optimise the performance.

Line of tools for hydraulic hammers and milling drums bits, manufactured with the best raw material following strict production processes. The outcome is a crushing profitability.
It covers a wide range of attachments such as buckets for the smallest mini-excavators to larger mining excavators, in addition to ladles and implements for loaders of all sizes and to perform any type of loading and handling.

Trasteel Tech also offers hydraulic hammers and demolition and recycling items.

This brand proves the company’s expertise in undercarriage. Strict quality criteria, resistance and durability for an exceptional result in rubber tracks for mini & midi excavators and rubber pads for steel tracks.

From the smaller mini-excavators, excavators of all sizes, bulldozers or any tracked machine, Trasteel Track provides all kind of top-quality undercarriage components that reduce replacements and repair intervals.
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